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What will you do when Microsoft no longer 
supports Windows XP?

XP Home mainstream supported ended 14 
April 2009

Extended support to 2014
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Have you read the End User License 
Agreement (EULA)?

Do you know what it means?
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Are you paying to keep viruses out of your 
system?
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Are you afraid of strange e-mails?
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Will you still be able to print your photos and 
letters in 10 years time? 20 years?

Will your children / grandchildren / historians 
have access to them in 50 years time? 100 

years?
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Who owns the keys to your filing cabinet?

Do you know what DRM is?
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Can you afford the next upgrade of your 
PC?
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Free and Open Source Software

Andy Pepperdine   -   U3A
Mike Godfrey  -  U3A

This presentation has been created using entirely free 
software (OpenOffice running on Ubuntu Linux, with 
Firefox to download data from various internet sites)

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Questions you might have

 What is FOSS?
 Free and Open Source Software

 How can it be free?
 Why should I use it?
 What is available?
 Where can I get it?
 How do I get support and help?
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What is FOSS?

 Brief history of software
 Licensing software
 History of FOSS
 Software market
 Where is FOSS  used now?
 Formats and proprietary licenses
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The Bombe, Bletchley Park

Leo

Lyons 
Electronic 

Office

IBM 360 
series

PDP-15 in the Atlas Laborartory
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History of Software
 First users wrote their own programs

 Hardware expensive relative to programmers

 Commercial software available for major uses
 Consultants appeared to customise it
 Personal computers appeared on the scene 

with software already loaded
 “Off-the shelf” shrink-wrapped software common
 But does only the job it was designed for

 Open source allows customisation
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Licensing

 Read the EULA
 Microsoft removes ALL your rights beyond 

rental of a use on their terms
 Commercial cross-licensing is creating major 

legal battles and keeping the small firms out
 BSA audits require invoices
 FOSS “copyleft” license allows access to 

source for you to do what you want to do

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Richard Stallman
Idea in 1983

Legal help 1985
GPL v1 1988
GPL v2 1991
GPL v3 2007

Analysis and foresight

Eben Moglen

Legal analysis and 
license development

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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History of FOSS - 1

 1960s: Hardware vendors and users supply 
software. Many s/w journals with algorithms.

 1970s: Move to consultants and external 
suppliers. More professional and secretive.

 Opens commercial interest in software.
 Staff at the AI lab at MIT broke off to join 

Symbolics and took the code with them
 Richard Stallman found he no longer had 

access to code that he wrote himself.
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History of FOSS - 2

 1983: Richard Stallman announced a new 
method of releasing software. Got legal help 
from 1985

 1988: First General Public License
 Separation of copyright and ownership issues
 Determined to keep what he had written in the 

commons
 1991: Linus Torvalds writes Linux kernel and 

uses the General Public License, version 2
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Linus Torvalds

Jan 1991
Bought a PC on 

borrowed money as a 
student in Helsinki

March 1991
Announced intention to 

write an operating 
system kernel

August 1991
Released first version 

under GPL v2

Stallman’s work gave 
him the tools

Saw the way to 
manage global teams

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Why do they do it?

 FUN!
 “Just for Fun” - title of Torvalds’ autobiography

 Make something that does what I want
 Customisation. Security. Quality.

 Gather work from many others
 GPL insists that derivatives are returned to the 

commons, so others’ work is yours to use, too

 Reputation
 Looks good on a CV and commands higher salary
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How many now?

 Sourceforge is a repository of many of the 
programs released under free and open source 
style licenses

 In 2006, there were 120,000 projects listed
 In Feb 2009, there were 230,000
 In 2006, there were more than 1.3M developers 

registered, and in 2009 more than 2M.
 The “geek” sites are visited by > 34M unique 

visitors per month
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Software Market

 Divided into three roughly equal parts, by 
dollars spent in them

 In increasing contribution to and benefit from 
FOSS, they are:
● Commercial, shrink-wrapped packages
● Consultants making bespoke systems
● In-house IT support

 Trying internet service model (Google office 
and the Cloud)

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Who uses FOSS now?

 Most of the Internet servers use Apache
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Source: http://news.netcraft.com/ taken 19 April 2010

Internet Servers and Hosts

http://news.netcraft.com/
file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Source: http://news.netcraft.com/ taken 19 April 2010

Developer April 2010 Percent Change 
over March

Apache 110,752,854 53.93 -0.62

Microsoft 51,284,570 24.97 +0.50

Google 13,749,829 6.70 -0.37

nginx 12,977,486 6.32 +0.19

lighttpd 1,078,403 0.53 -0.28

http://news.netcraft.com/
file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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The Internet runs on free software

 Almost all of the e-mail worldwide is distributed 
using sendmail or postfix somewhere en route

 PHP, Python and Perl drive almost all of the 
scripting on Internet servers

 MySQL drives a lot of the databases behind the 
information you receive when surfing

 Google, because it’s adaptable
 Standards have made everyone work together
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Any personal users?

 YES!
 ~ 12M users of Ubuntu Linux (~ 9% of top 50 

distributions – very long tail)
 > 40M download total & > 100K downloads per 

week for OpenOffice in 2005. But most Linux 
distros include it

 ~30% of web surfers use Firefox browser
 ~ 92M downloads upto Sep 2009 for e-mail 

program Thunderbird

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Why should I use FOSS?
 Safety – it sharply

reduces risks of malware
 Who can modify your

system?
 Licensing and legality
 Upgrade costs when systems become 

unsupported
 Future accessibility of files - Open standards
 FREEDOM – to use, to develop and no lock-in

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Malware

 Viruses, spyware and worms intend to take 
over your machine

 Arrive by e-mail, or access to a malicious 
website

 Then they load rootkits or zombies
 HTML in e-mail allows loading of malware 

without your knowing – just looking can infect
 Unprotected Windows in a “honeypot” infected 

in < 10 minutes. But now improved.
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Users and Administrators

 MS Windows XP set users up as administrators 
by default – MS is learning with Windows 7

 People do not reset permissions, and often do  
not know how to

 Linux has this locked down – separate users 
and passwords must be used to do 
administrative work

 Separation reduces effects of errors and malice
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Licenses – EULA

 Commercial licenses are very restrictive
 Permission to use, but not copy
 Some can be terminated at the will of the 

licensor
 Even honest people can be caught out

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Licenses – FOSS

 FOSS licenses are easy – download and use 
on as many machines as you like

 FOSS can be modified by the user
 Only restrictions are on distribution

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Costs of Upgrading

 Commercial software vendors can
 force upgrading by removing
 support from earlier versions

 Newer versions of Windows / MS
Office can render older documents unusable

 FOSS releases “early and often”, but maintains 
compatibility – get a new one only if you need it

 Source means you can safeguard yourself if 
support is withdrawn – no need for escrow

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Formats

 A format is a description of the structure of a 
file, record, CD, tape, document.

 They are used to allow programs to be written 
that can interpret the content of the file etc. 
correctly.

 They are purely conventions, and may be 
elevated to international standards.

 Software developers need access to the 
definitions.
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Format examples

 01000110 is the letter F in ASCII
 11000011 10100101 is the letter å in UTF-8
 .doc represents a Microsoft document
 .odp is a presentation in ISO/IEC 26300:2006
 Audio CD
 VHS / Betamax videotapes
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Archiving

 Are you relying on Microsoft to exist in 
perpetuity?

 What format should the National
Archives use?

 How should standards be defined? For whose 
benefit?

 Should MS receive a “tax” whenever a member 
of the public wishes to see a government 
paper?

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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FREEDOM

 No vendor lock-in
 Access to the source means

you can change it yourself to
get what you want

 Plenty of expertise around for hire
 Distribute it as far and as wide as you wish
 Know what is saved with your data
 Software is visible, so can be examined by 

many eyeballs – e.g. voting machines

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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What applications are available?

 Thunderbird to read e-mails

 Firefox to browse the Internet

 OpenOffice.org to write letters, presentations, simple 
databases, spreadsheets, etc.

 Scribus to publish books and newsletters

 GIMP to process images and photographs

 Linux instead of any form of Windows
 www.grokdoc.net/index.php/Application_Crossover_Chart

 http://portableapps.com/ 

http://www.grokdoc.net/index.php/Application_Crossover_Chart
http://portableapps.com/
file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Equivalents

 http://microsoft.toddverbeek.com/index.html

 http://www.linuxrsp.ru/win-lin-soft/table-eng.html

 http://www.mit.edu/ist/topics/linux/equivalents.html

 http://www.usalug.org/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=37 (becoming 
out of date – thread started in 2003)

 http://www.grokdoc.net/index.php/Application_Crossover_Chart

http://microsoft.toddverbeek.com/index.html
http://www.linuxrsp.ru/win-lin-soft/table-eng.html
http://www.mit.edu/ist/topics/linux/equivalents.html
http://www.usalug.org/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=37
http://www.grokdoc.net/index.php/Application_Crossover_Chart
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Firefox and Thunderbird

 Firefox for browsing the Internet
● Security – less likely to be infected
● Extra features, like tabbed browsing

 Thunderbird for e-mail
● Replacement for Outlook Express
● No automatic invocation of programs or 

HTML in mail or attachments
 Mozilla combines them both

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Source: http://www.networkworld.com/community/node/59664

Estimated use of Firefox browser
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OpenOffice.org

 Originated from StarWriter for DOS.
 Taken over by Sun Microsystems in 1999
 Made Open source almost immediately
 Sun / Oracle still use code in their own Star 

Office
 115 natural language efforts
 ... of which 35 have local support teams
 98 dictionaries from Afrikaans to Zulu

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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GNU / Linux

 Several distributions, or “distros”
 Easiest to use: Mint, Ubuntu
 Most distros aim at either geeks or corporation 

servers
 But ease of use is becoming noticeably more 

important in the development (eg. Ubuntu)
 Older hardware is well supported; some distros 

can run in small amounts of RAM

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Who writes Linux?

Source: http://lwn.net/Articles/363456/   (Nov 2009)

1229 developers
1.17M lines added

611K lines removed
10767 changes

Releases occur 
about each 3 

months

http://lwn.net/Articles/363456/
file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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Where do I find them?

 Download sites. Ask a friend where
 Some are available for a small fee on CDs
 Use Google to find what you are looking for
 For Linux, there are commercially supported 

distributions, like RedHat and Suse
 For hardware supported by Linux in the UK look 

at adverts in Linux magazines

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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How do I get help?

 Amazon lists 50 publications
 on OpenOffice

 A few books also available
 for Firefox and Thunderbird

 Community of mailing lists and forums
 Art of asking the right question
 Google is your friend
 Experiment! You only learn by making mistakes

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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When asking for help - Remember

 Support is all done by volunteers
 They owe you nothing – you owe them lots

 You cannot demand anything of them

 Try to find the answer yourself first
 Say what you have tried

 Then all the help you’ll need will come
 Ignorance is not a fault – failure to listen is
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Questions

 Copyright licences
 Patents
 Future support
 Security of file formats
 Upgrading to later versions
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Copyright notice

© Copyright Andy Pepperdine 
2006 - 2010

The text is mine and can be used under a Creative Commons 
license – Sharealike 2.5

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/

You may use and modify, but only if you release modifications 
under the same license.

Sources of pictures are attributed in the notes with each slide.
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HELP   YOURSELF !

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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News stories  -  I

 Danish Parliament will require all publicly 
available documents to be in an Open Format 
by 2008. But now ODF after 2011.

 Taiwan government has mandated all new PCs 
to be Linux compatible.

 Munich city council are moving all their 
computing to Linux and open standards

 Some Linux are certified to Carrier Grade
 Bhutan: Dzongkha Linux (pop. < 700K)
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News stories  -  II

 Lawrence Lessig created a Creative Commons 
license for works of art, similar in nature to 
FOSS

 German tax authorities and some municipal 
authorities are switching to Linux and OOo

 Banco do Brasil moved 35,000 XP machines to 
OpenOffice, and will move 30,000 OS/2 
machines

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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News Stories  -  III

 Regional government of Extremadura is moving 
everything to Open Source

 Suppliers of business solutions are increasing 
profitability by switching customers to Linux

 IBM is expanding its FOSS activities beyond 
Linux

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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News Stories IV

 Denmark to adopt ODF from 2011, following 
Belgium, France, Sweden and Lithuania in EU

 OpenOffice installed in Poland, Czech Rep., 
Germany > 20%. US, UK ~ 9%. Estimated from 
sample of 200K world-wide.

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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References - I

 EULA compared to GPL
 Music industry is making money from lax 

copyright control for samples
 Internet started on diverse machines from 

theory by Kleinrock in 1961, with first network 
protocol defined in 1970

 “A key to the rapid growth of the Internet has 
been the free and open access to the basic 
documents, especially the specifications of the 
protocols.” - Barry Leiner et al.
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References - II

 Glyn Moody, Rebel Code – Linux and Open 
Source Revolution, Penguin 2002

 Yochai Benkler, The Wealth of Networks: How 
Social Production Transforms Markets and 
Freedom, Yale University Press 2006

 Alexandre Oliva, The Competitive Advantages 
of Free Software, RedHat, 2002

 Eric Raymond, The Cathedral and the Bazaar, 
Linux Kongress, 1997
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References - III

 Linus Torvalds, Just for Fun, Thomson, 2001
 US DoD aiming to reproduce the open source 

development model in-house, and to use 
external sources too.

 Microsoft appears to be offering inducements to 
Dell et al. not to pre-load Linux on desk- and 
lap-tops

 Kernel development style and why it is 
successful
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References  -  IV

 To understand motivations and what sort of 
people are prominent in the community, 
Computer Business review has a list and some 
interviews

 There is plenty of information on how to make 
use of old machines for real work

 History of GNU: 
http://www.gnu.org/gnu/thegnuproject.html

http://www.gnu.org/gnu/thegnuproject.html
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Other Comments

 Cultural content has importance to society 
above and beyond its ability to generate a profit

 .. I tend to respect people,... who have very 
strong moral opinions. But why can't they keep 
these opinions to themselves? The thing I 
dislike the most is when people tell me what I 
should or should not do. I absolutely despise 
people who think they have any say over my 
personal decisions.

file:///home/andrew/Documents/U3A/FOSS/
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What will you do when Microsoft no longer 
supports Windows XP?

XP Home mainstream supported ended 14 
April 2009

Extended support to 2014

No support means no security fixes.

No support means new hardware, like printers, may not work.

No support means that vendors of other software may not provide updates for 
their software (like anti-virus software)

The new version of Windows may not run on your older machine.

You may have to buy a new machine.

A new version of Windows may mean that you have to buy a new version of 
your applications (like Office)
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Have you read the End User License 
Agreement (EULA)?

Do you know what it means?

EULAs typically give a temporary license to use the software

They may not allow you to transfer the program to another machine

The vendor may be able to revoke your license on very little evidence

Your access to support services may be constrained

You may have no rights to modify the software

The vendor may give no promises with regard to fixing bugs and security 
holes

I am not a lawyer – take advice
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Are you paying to keep viruses out of your 
system?

Viruses get in through bugs in software, possibly aided by you not reading 
dialogs properly

To keep your machine secure, you have to take some responsibility – it is not 
possible to hand this job over to anyone else

Anti-virus software is software you are paying for that is patching over holes in 
someone else's software. There is a good case for saying that those holes 
render it “not fit for purpose”

Usually faults in a product are corrected by the supplier free of charge; why 
should software be any different?
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Are you afraid of strange e-mails?

E-mail is the principal mode of transfer for viruses

Most spam (unwanted e-mail) is generated by and sent from home machines 
that have been taken over by a virus

If your machine starts to run slowly, it may be infected and being used to 
generate spam

Broadband makes the problem even more acute – more damage can be done, 
more spam sent in a given time

Poor design of e-mail clients can lead to a virus entering before you have had 
a chance to vet the message that contains it

Good design will not start any virus until you say explicitly that you want to run 
a program or visit a web-site. You are given a chance to stop it before it 
gets in
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Will you still be able to print your photos and 
letters in 10 years time? 20 years?

Will your children / grandchildren / historians 
have access to them in 50 years time? 100 

years?

We can still read the Domesday Book after more than 900 years

Can we trust any private vendor to maintain access for as long?

If the format is in an open standard then there will be someone who can 
provide a method of reading a document

Access to public documents should be completely free (or at most a tax to 
preserve the document), not via a payment to a private person of company
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Who owns the keys to your filing cabinet?

Do you know what DRM is?

What software do you need in order to read the letters and spreadsheets on 
your machine?

You will have to maintain the license of this software so long as you want to 
read and edit those files

Some licenses are valid only on the one machine and are not transferable 
either to another machine or to another person

You do not own the software; you have a license to use it; the vendor may 
decide to revoke that license

DRM = digital rights management. It allows the provider of information to 
control what you can do with it.

Some music files can be run only for a limited number times on a very limited 
number of devices. The same can in theory be true for any document
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Can you afford the next upgrade of your 
PC?

Software product cycles are short and getting shorter

The shorter the cycle, the more money the vendor can obtain from their 
customers

It is in the interests of the vendors that you are forced to upgrade as often as 
possible

Making incompatibilities, adding features, needing more memory or speed are 
all ways of persuading you to upgrade

Hardware lasts longer than you think; disks can be replaced; even the central 
units can be replaced; but new software often will not run

Free software has no desire to make life difficult

Linux can run in a small amount of memory, on a slow machine, and simple 
applications exist to keep you running for longer
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Free and Open Source Software

Andy Pepperdine   -   U3A
Mike Godfrey  -  U3A

This presentation has been created using entirely free 
software (OpenOffice running on Ubuntu Linux, with 
Firefox to download data from various internet sites)

This talk has been prepared by volunteers from the Free and Open Source 
Software group of the U3A in Bath

If you want to know more about the group then phone Andy Pepperdine on 
01225 466535

This presentation and other notes are available from 
http://www.pepperdine.eclipse.co.uk/FOSS
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Questions you might have

 What is FOSS?
 Free and Open Source Software

 How can it be free?
 Why should I use it?
 What is available?
 Where can I get it?
 How do I get support and help?

A common response to the knowledge that some software is available free of 
charge is to ask how could anyone wish not to capitalise on what they have 
written.

Not all reward is measured by money. Contact with users is more important in 
this community.

The volunteers are principally professional software engineers who have a 
private problem for which there is no solution other than to write what they 
want for themselves.

The ethos ensures that all source code can be inspected by anyone – and it 
is, many times by many people.

The result is high quality, but also the ability for the user to change what he 
needs.

Now there is a free project for everything that you might want.

It is all free to download and use.

Mailing lists and forums provide an entry to the community where help is read-
ily available.
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What is FOSS?

 Brief history of software
 Licensing software
 History of FOSS
 Software market
 Where is FOSS  used now?
 Formats and proprietary licenses

Electronic computers need to be told what to do.

Initially, this was done by mathematicians who swapped ideas in the usual 
way, providing algorithms for everyone in the same way they provided the-
orems.

Then software became commercially useful by hardware manufacturers for 
shifting iron.

Shrink wrapped products appeared once enough people had them available. 
Lotus 1-2-3 was good example; that meant licenses.

Richard Stallman wanted to change the software inside a printer to make it do 
what he wanted, but was thwarted by the inaccessibility of the code.

He created the idea of Free (as in speech) software that anyone could access 
and modify at will, so long as it was made available on the same terms; 
leading to the GNU General Public License.

S/W market in three parts – freely available, customised by consultants, and 
shrink wrapped.

Linux + Apache + MySQL + PHP,Python,Perl on most Internet servers.
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The Bombe, Bletchley Park

Leo

Lyons 
Electronic 

Office

IBM 360 
series

PDP-15 in the Atlas Laborartory

Using black & white photographs because colour was 
not at all common in those days, and certainly not for 
any normal use.

Bombe: http://www.thocp.net/timeline/1940.htm
PDP-15 at Atlas:
http://www.chilton-computing.org.uk/acl/applications/graphics/p002.htm
Leo:
http://www.dissolute.com.au/avweb/epi4/jackwind.jpg
IBM 360:
http://www.computermuseum.li/Testpage/IBM-360-1964.htm
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History of Software
 First users wrote their own programs

 Hardware expensive relative to programmers

 Commercial software available for major uses
 Consultants appeared to customise it
 Personal computers appeared on the scene 

with software already loaded
 “Off-the shelf” shrink-wrapped software common
 But does only the job it was designed for

 Open source allows customisation

The first computers appeared around 1945, and were programmed by techni-
cians and mathematicians

The first commercial computers (Leo) from Lyons cornershops for accounting 
purposes started the need for professional programmers in-house

Programs are written in programming languages, like Fortran, Cobol, PL/I for 
commercial use

The languages were standardised to allow free movement of algorithms and 
personnel between companies

Ideas were published in several academic and professional journals fro free 
use

Consultants started to appear around 1970 as a workforce that would come 
and supply applications suited to the location and problem; and they would 
take their ideas with them

Shrink wrapped software only started around 1980 with the advent of the PC 
and a mass market

Innovation was helped by the exchange of ideas
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Licensing

 Read the EULA
 Microsoft removes ALL your rights beyond 

rental of a use on their terms
 Commercial cross-licensing is creating major 

legal battles and keeping the small firms out
 BSA audits require invoices
 FOSS “copyleft” license allows access to 

source for you to do what you want to do

Have you read the EULA? Can you prove that you have paid for all the soft-
ware you use?

What will happen when MS remove support for what you have?

Do you think you could hold MS liable if something went wrong, say, in a 
spreadsheet which calculated your tax liabilities? Suppose Windows 
crashes and you lose data, do you have any recourse?

FOSS puts the blame squarely with you anyway, which in practice is no differ-
ent from MS' EULA.

But FOSS also gives  you access to a community who can do a lot to help you 
 free of charge.

To make new software, a number of other libraries are needed, and their own-
ership is closely guarded. The number of licenses can get prohibitively ex-
pensive to negotiate if they were proprietary.

See http://www.networkworld.com/newsletters/sbt/2006/0612networker3.html

See http://www.digital-copyright.ca/node/2507 for a good summary
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Richard Stallman
Idea in 1983

Legal help 1985
GPL v1 1988
GPL v2 1991
GPL v3 2007

Analysis and foresight

Eben Moglen

Legal analysis and 
license development

Stallman:
http://www.freesoftwaremagazine.com/articles/interview_with_richard_stallman

Moglen:
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Eben_Moglen-2007-06-27-portrait.jpg
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History of FOSS - 1

 1960s: Hardware vendors and users supply 
software. Many s/w journals with algorithms.

 1970s: Move to consultants and external 
suppliers. More professional and secretive.

 Opens commercial interest in software.
 Staff at the AI lab at MIT broke off to join 

Symbolics and took the code with them
 Richard Stallman found he no longer had 

access to code that he wrote himself.

Aug 1969: Ken Thompson writes Unix kernel, and created Unix with Dennis 
Ritchie. Initially released freely. 1979: First restricted source license. Unix 
became divided by commercial exploitation.

1976: Bill Gates Open Letter to Hobbyists

1983: Richard Stallman, the visionary whose philosophy drives the “move-
ment”, decides to build a Free Operating System from scratch. Creates 
GNU in Jan 1984. First legal “copyleft” license in 1985 with Eben Moglen.

1988: First recognisable General Public License (GPL) issued.

FSF, EFF, FFII, etc are non-profit organisations that take active part in political 
and legal  matters

1984: Andrew Tannenbaum created Minix as an even simpler example of Unix 
for teaching purposes

1991: Linus Torvalds wrote a new kernel because he could not afford a com-
mercial product. Used Minix as inspiration. Could run GNU tools. Without 
the Internet it could not have reached such an audience. Converted to GPL

1998: Halloween memo from Microsoft engineers presages power of Internet 
and Linux.
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History of FOSS - 2

 1983: Richard Stallman announced a new 
method of releasing software. Got legal help 
from 1985

 1988: First General Public License
 Separation of copyright and ownership issues
 Determined to keep what he had written in the 

commons
 1991: Linus Torvalds writes Linux kernel and 

uses the General Public License, version 2

Aug 1969: Ken Thompson writes Unix kernel, and created Unix with Dennis 
Ritchie. Initially released freely. 1979: First restricted source license. Unix 
became divided by commercial exploitation.

1976: Bill Gates Open Letter to Hobbyists

1983: Richard Stallman, the visionary whose philosophy drives the “move-
ment”, decides to build a Free Operating System from scratch. Creates 
GNU in Jan 1984. First legal “copyleft” license in 1985 with Eben Moglen.

1988: First recognisable General Public License (GPL) issued.

FSF, EFF, FFII, etc are non-profit organisations that take active part in political 
and legal  matters

1984: Andrew Tannenbaum created Minix as an even simpler example of Unix 
for teaching purposes

1991: Linus Torvalds wrote a new kernel because he could not afford a com-
mercial product. Used Minix as inspiration. Could run GNU tools. Without 
the Internet it could not have reached such an audience. Converted to GPL

1998: Halloween memo from Microsoft engineers presages power of Internet 
and Linux.
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Linus Torvalds

Jan 1991
Bought a PC on 

borrowed money as a 
student in Helsinki

March 1991
Announced intention to 

write an operating 
system kernel

August 1991
Released first version 

under GPL v2

Stallman’s work gave 
him the tools

Saw the way to 
manage global teams

Torvalds:
http://netfiles.uiuc.edu/rhasan/linux
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Why do they do it?

 FUN!
 “Just for Fun” - title of Torvalds’ autobiography

 Make something that does what I want
 Customisation. Security. Quality.

 Gather work from many others
 GPL insists that derivatives are returned to the 

commons, so others’ work is yours to use, too

 Reputation
 Looks good on a CV and commands higher salary
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How many now?

 Sourceforge is a repository of many of the 
programs released under free and open source 
style licenses

 In 2006, there were 120,000 projects listed
 In Feb 2009, there were 230,000
 In 2006, there were more than 1.3M developers 

registered, and in 2009 more than 2M.
 The “geek” sites are visited by > 34M unique 

visitors per month

The geek sites are: SourceForge.net, Slashdot, 
ThinkGeek, and freshmeat.net. 

Supported by donations
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Software Market

 Divided into three roughly equal parts, by 
dollars spent in them

 In increasing contribution to and benefit from 
FOSS, they are:
● Commercial, shrink-wrapped packages
● Consultants making bespoke systems
● In-house IT support

 Trying internet service model (Google office 
and the Cloud)

Shrink wrapped packages see FOSS as a competitor. They want to control 
their own market, and prevent use of similar programs.

Consultants can use FOSS successfully, provided that the customer is pre-
pared to release the resulting system for general use.

In-house workers have little time for major changes, and FOSS can give them 
significant gains in time and effort to get tools they need.

In-house programmers can change FOSS for their own local usage easily.

A furniture manufacturer may add something to a database system that his 
wood supplier can also use. Thus benefiting both. The fact that it goes into 
the wider world is of little concern, but gives enormous flexibility to the indi-
vidual company, and a general improvement in efficiency to everyone in-
volved.

Business models for making money from FOSS can be found here: 
http://bitweb.tekotago.ac.nz/staticdata/allpapers/2006/papers/299.pdf in a 
paper by A. van Aardt for a New Zealand conference on computer qualifica-
tions.
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Who uses FOSS now?

 Most of the Internet servers use Apache

Several surveys have concluded that no matter how it is measured, the major-
ity of web servers supply information through Apache.

e-mail needs standards, or it will not work. These were worked out in the 
1970s and implemented through freely distributed programs.

The innovation in website design tools is in the free software area.

A lot of data bases are small, but since SQL is the access language of choice 
and is freely described, free data bases save money.

Routers now commonly contain Linux.

Many mobile phones are moving to Linux.

Apple OS is based on the free operating system called BSD.

Some Sat Navs use Linux

Modern TVs with recording features may use Linux

Pic:
http://dret.net/lectures/web-fall09/trends
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Source: http://news.netcraft.com/ taken 19 April 2010

Internet Servers and Hosts

These numbers are purely for web sites serving pages 
to the browsers.

The methodology has not changed, so the trends over 
time are reasonably represented.

But it cannot represent accurately the real usage, 
whatever that might actually mean.
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Source: http://news.netcraft.com/ taken 19 April 2010

Developer April 2010 Percent Change 
over March

Apache 110,752,854 53.93 -0.62

Microsoft 51,284,570 24.97 +0.50

Google 13,749,829 6.70 -0.37

nginx 12,977,486 6.32 +0.19

lighttpd 1,078,403 0.53 -0.28
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The Internet runs on free software

 Almost all of the e-mail worldwide is distributed 
using sendmail or postfix somewhere en route

 PHP, Python and Perl drive almost all of the 
scripting on Internet servers

 MySQL drives a lot of the databases behind the 
information you receive when surfing

 Google, because it’s adaptable
 Standards have made everyone work together

Several surveys have concluded that no matter how it is measured, the major-
ity of web servers supply information through Apache.

e-mail needs standards, or it will not work. These were worked out in the 
1970s and implemented through freely distributed programs.

The innovation in website design tools is in the free software area.

A lot of data bases are small, but since SQL is the access language of choice 
and is freely described, free data bases save money.

Munich city authorities are in the middle of moving all their IT usage over to 
FOSS in one form or another.

Bristol City is in the process of moving over to Star Office on the desktops.

Australia, Denmark and Massachusetts have plans for ensuring all documents 
are in a standard format, which means Open Document Format (ISO/IEC 
26300) now.
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Any personal users?

 YES!
 ~ 12M users of Ubuntu Linux (~ 9% of top 50 

distributions – very long tail)
 > 40M download total & > 100K downloads per 

week for OpenOffice in 2005. But most Linux 
distros include it

 ~30% of web surfers use Firefox browser
 ~ 92M downloads upto Sep 2009 for e-mail 

program Thunderbird

Canonical estimate: 
http://www.linuxplanet.com/linuxplanet/reports/7032/1/

OOo numbers from 
http://stats.openoffice.org/spreadsheet/OOo-2007-09-01.ods

Firefox – see later

Thunderbird stats from 
http://tb.asbjorn.it/pages/dlgraph.php
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Why should I use FOSS?
 Safety – it sharply

reduces risks of malware
 Who can modify your

system?
 Licensing and legality
 Upgrade costs when systems become 

unsupported
 Future accessibility of files - Open standards
 FREEDOM – to use, to develop and no lock-in

With FOSS you can see the source, but yet worms do not attack the large 
number of Linux servers on the net. Why not? More eyeballs means more 
people can see and find problems.

Separation of users and system administration means that there is limited ac-
cess to critical functions when running.

There are no license costs, and so use of FOSS is bound to be legal. The only 
thing you cannot do is modify and sell the result without allowing the users 
to access the source changes. This keeps people honest.

It is in volunteers' interests NOT to break compatibility with older systems. But 
commercial firms try to FORCE customers to upgrade to keep the money 
coming in.

Having open standards means that other alternatives to a program will emerge 
if one stops being maintained.

http://www.groklaw.net/article.php?story=20060602210610876 - Danish par-
liament has passed requirement for Open Standard in public life.

Pic: http://www.savvynetcert.com/page/3
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Malware

 Viruses, spyware and worms intend to take 
over your machine

 Arrive by e-mail, or access to a malicious 
website

 Then they load rootkits or zombies
 HTML in e-mail allows loading of malware 

without your knowing – just looking can infect
 Unprotected Windows in a “honeypot” infected 

in < 10 minutes. But now improved.

Broadband means that you can leave your machine connected to the Internet 
almost indefinitely, increasing the risk of infection.

A recent report estimated 80% spam came from zombies, machines that have 
been compromised by a virus or worm, and usually on broadband, and con-
trolled by the spammers. The anti-virus market is now about $4bn.

e-mail addresses are easy to find under MS Outlook, so easy to propagate to 
other good addresses.

The load on the mail servers scanning for and removing spam and viruses in-
creases your costs of connection.

Windows update requires ActiveX to be turned on. This allows others to use 
similar techniques to get in.

Unix, by default, does not open any doors unless the user explicitly asks for 
them.

Web servers running MS IIS have been attacked, but not those running 
Apache, despite the greater numbers of Apache installations.
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Users and Administrators

 MS Windows XP set users up as administrators 
by default – MS is learning with Windows 7

 People do not reset permissions, and often do  
not know how to

 Linux has this locked down – separate users 
and passwords must be used to do 
administrative work

 Separation reduces effects of errors and malice

Microsoft is getting better, but only after it has caused so many problems 
around the world

“Not another password” is the cry. But how many keys do you carry?

On Unix systems, it is easy to switch users. MS has never made this easy.

If a user is infected, the worst thing is that their data is lost (but you do have a 
backup don;t you?)

If an infection has administrator privileges, the whole system is at risk

But MS claims to need access to do Windows updates
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Licenses – EULA

 Commercial licenses are very restrictive
 Permission to use, but not copy
 Some can be terminated at the will of the 

licensor
 Even honest people can be caught out

I AM NOT A LAWYER – if you need advice, hire one.

The EULAs of commercial vendors remove a lot of the usual expectations

Windows Genuine Advantage has caught honest people who have and their 
machines repaired, and another disk installed

EULAs are being tied down to a particular configuration – repair may mean 
new parts, and a changed configuration, but the software license cannot be 
transferred but be bought afresh. Buying second hand can invalidate a li-
cense

Business Software Alliance (BSA) is searching for illegal copies, and will ac-
cept a dated invoice only. Possession of disks and packaging means noth-
ing, despite what it says on their website at http://www.bsa.org/

Pic: http://miksovsky.blogs.com/flowstate/2006/09/improving_the_u.html
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Licenses – FOSS

 FOSS licenses are easy – download and use 
on as many machines as you like

 FOSS can be modified by the user
 Only restrictions are on distribution

I AM NOT A LAWYER – if you need advice, hire one.

FOSS allows for as many as you need, and for free distribution. FOSS 
provides for source code to be available

FOSS requires that any changes that you make, if distributed, must be bound 
by the same license

Pic: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gpl-v3-logo.svg
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Costs of Upgrading

 Commercial software vendors can
 force upgrading by removing
 support from earlier versions

 Newer versions of Windows / MS
Office can render older documents unusable

 FOSS releases “early and often”, but maintains 
compatibility – get a new one only if you need it

 Source means you can safeguard yourself if 
support is withdrawn – no need for escrow

Software vendors are interested in the continual upgrading, or their business 
fails

They add new functions to the new systems

When other people cannot read stuff from the new systems, they have to up-
grade too

Upgrading is always associated with new licenses, more costs

FOSS can be upgraded free of charge whenever a newer document arrives

Modular implementation means that a reduced system can easily be built and 
will run on much older hardware

Linux-based firewalls at some companies are running on systems with 300M-
Hz cpu, 32MB RAM, 4GB hard disks

Pic: 
http://jimsomerville.wordpress.com/2009/11/16/we-are-climbing-jacobs-ladder/
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Formats

 A format is a description of the structure of a 
file, record, CD, tape, document.

 They are used to allow programs to be written 
that can interpret the content of the file etc. 
correctly.

 They are purely conventions, and may be 
elevated to international standards.

 Software developers need access to the 
definitions.
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Format examples

 01000110 is the letter F in ASCII
 11000011 10100101 is the letter å in UTF-8
 .doc represents a Microsoft document
 .odp is a presentation in ISO/IEC 26300:2006
 Audio CD
 VHS / Betamax videotapes

Pic from: 
http://www.greatdreams.com/political/lion_judah.htm
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Archiving

 Are you relying on Microsoft to exist in 
perpetuity?

 What format should the National
Archives use?

 How should standards be defined? For whose 
benefit?

 Should MS receive a “tax” whenever a member 
of the public wishes to see a government 
paper?

Officials are beginning to wake up to the vulnerability of long term storage

Open Source (with Support from Sun, IBM, et al.) have pushed to get a truly 
open standard

ISO/IEC 26300 awaiting final rubber stamp

ISO standards are not encumbered by licenses or patents and are internation-
ally recognised

Normal backup procedures will normally manage the conversion of hardware 
formats; it is the representations that need protecting

Some S. American countries are legally required to save documents in native 
languages, but there is no support from Microsoft as it is not commercially 
viable. However, with Open Source they can add it themselves. (From 
Fernando Heinz, IT consultant, Argentina.)

Pic: http://www.philharmonia.co.uk/thesoundexchange/live_projects/archive/
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FREEDOM

 No vendor lock-in
 Access to the source means

you can change it yourself to
get what you want

 Plenty of expertise around for hire
 Distribute it as far and as wide as you wish
 Know what is saved with your data
 Software is visible, so can be examined by 

many eyeballs – e.g. voting machines

With only a monopoly de facto standard there is no freedom of choice

As an individual customer there is virtually no chance of getting a change im-
plemented.

There was no Icelandic version of Windows 98, despite Iceland offering to pay 
for it. KDE produced a localised Linux desktop, and then MS has now re-
leased Icelandic versions subsequently.

Most commercial software is usable on a very restricted number of machines 
per license; adding another machine may break the license unwittingly

The Open Source community is helpful, and will give information freely

But it expects you to learn from the answers and to help yourself, which has 
the side-effect that you will better understand your own system and will rely 
less on outside help. The quality is often better than the boxed software and 
fixes can be obtained within days if not hours

MS Word saves the global UserID in every .doc document, and has refused to 
remove it on option. What is it there for? It identifies the PC and author.

Pic: http://www.absolutbusinessbrokers.com.au/
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What applications are available?

 Thunderbird to read e-mails

 Firefox to browse the Internet

 OpenOffice.org to write letters, presentations, simple 
databases, spreadsheets, etc.

 Scribus to publish books and newsletters

 GIMP to process images and photographs

 Linux instead of any form of Windows
 www.grokdoc.net/index.php/Application_Crossover_Chart

 http://portableapps.com/ 

Most of these will also work on Windows, too.

Thunderbird will not interpret html mail message unless you ask it to.

Keep control of what your computer does

Firefox will warn when downloading. It is not susceptible to the same degree 
as IE with regard to worms etc. Any bugs found are fixed quickly and avail-
able for another download within days, not the monthly cycles of Microsoft.

A recent study by Coverity found a number of possible flaws in Firefox. These 
were all fixed, regardless of severity, within two weeks. None of them had 
been exploited by any worms before the fix.

Open Office can read and write MS Office .doc files, so you can still send and 
receive documents from all your friends as before.

When you are ready, Linux can give a much more secure foundation for all 
your work

portableapps.com supplies applications for a USB key for use anywhere.
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Equivalents

 http://microsoft.toddverbeek.com/index.html

 http://www.linuxrsp.ru/win-lin-soft/table-eng.html

 http://www.mit.edu/ist/topics/linux/equivalents.html

 http://www.usalug.org/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=37 (becoming 
out of date – thread started in 2003)

 http://www.grokdoc.net/index.php/Application_Crossover_Chart

There are several websites that show what can be used in place of each of the 
proprietary solutions.

Todd Verbeek compares lots of common applications individually.

linuxrsp gives a full table of comparisons divided into many categories.

MIT gives a short list of what is possible on Linux

usalug is an easy-to-read list of the most common requirements.

grokdoc gives an easy-to-read table with links to the relevant sites for each 
application.
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Firefox and Thunderbird

 Firefox for browsing the Internet
● Security – less likely to be infected
● Extra features, like tabbed browsing

 Thunderbird for e-mail
● Replacement for Outlook Express
● No automatic invocation of programs or 

HTML in mail or attachments
 Mozilla combines them both

All three come from the Mozilla Corporation at http://www.mozilla.com

Further links about the development and history of Mozilla are also at 
http://www.mozilla.org where there is a store selling CDs

Firefox 1.5.0.4 issued on 6 June 2006. By 30 June 2006, it had been down-
loaded 6,978,995 times

Some will be duplicates, and some will be distributed,  but it is clearly popular 
and in heavy use

Thunderbird does not run code unless you say so, so it is much harder to be-
come infected by a virus
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Source: http://www.networkworld.com/community/node/59664

Estimated use of Firefox browser

Global numbers form the Mozilla foundation. It is in 
practice impossible to get really good numbers, and 
these are best estimates taken from sampling use on 
several common web sites.
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OpenOffice.org

 Originated from StarWriter for DOS.
 Taken over by Sun Microsystems in 1999
 Made Open source almost immediately
 Sun / Oracle still use code in their own Star 

Office
 115 natural language efforts
 ... of which 35 have local support teams
 98 dictionaries from Afrikaans to Zulu

Download from http://www.openoffice.org

It is possible for developing countries to adapt the product for their own use in 
their own language. 97 dictionaries available for download.

A lot of work is going on to create dictionaries for several native African lan-
guages – Tswana, Xhosa, etc.

Provides some experience for software work in a developing economy.
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GNU / Linux

 Several distributions, or “distros”
 Easiest to use: Mint, Ubuntu
 Most distros aim at either geeks or corporation 

servers
 But ease of use is becoming noticeably more 

important in the development (eg. Ubuntu)
 Older hardware is well supported; some distros 

can run in small amounts of RAM

Strictly speaking, the name is GNU/Linux. Linux is the name of the kernel, and 
GNU supply a lot of the superstructure on which applications can then run.

Xandros (http://www.xandros.com) charge for their offering, but it is aimed at 
Windows conversion. It contains music and video players, etc. What free 
software exists is used, but commercial add-ons where necessary. It has 
been characterised as “Linux with training wheels”.

Linspire is a similar in nature, but much more commercially minded.

Ubuntu is completely free source, started by Mark Shuttleworth with the aim of 
getting a usable but dirt cheap system for the South African public. Excel-
lent support community.

Puppy is a very small distro for old machines. DSL is another one. Several 
have Live CDs for testing before installing.

Hardware compatibility lists at:
http://www.phoronix.com/lch/?k=home 
http://www.linuxcompatible.org/compatibility.html 
http://www.linuxquestions.org/hcl/ 

Tux from: http://www.isc.tamu.edu/~lewing/linux/
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Who writes Linux?

Source: http://lwn.net/Articles/363456/   (Nov 2009)

1229 developers
1.17M lines added

611K lines removed
10767 changes

Releases occur 
about each 3 

months

Source: http://lwn.net/Articles/363456/

Latest figures available are from 24 November 2009 
and cover the previous release.

1229 developers in all.
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Where do I find them?

 Download sites. Ask a friend where
 Some are available for a small fee on CDs
 Use Google to find what you are looking for
 For Linux, there are commercially supported 

distributions, like RedHat and Suse
 For hardware supported by Linux in the UK look 

at adverts in Linux magazines

There are literally thousands of products available for all sorts of things. Al-
most all of them can be found on http://sourceforge.net and 
http://freshmeat.net/ 

Pre-packaged products have their own web-sites where you can download 
versions that you can install in the usual way.

For all sorts of systems and applications, also try http://www.softpedia.com/ 

These are made by volunteers, who cannot afford any advertising. To know 
what is available, ask around. Word of mouth, and personal recommenda-
tions are the way you find out what there is and where to find it.

Remember, the source is freely available and open to inspection. Rogues just 
cannot survive in that environment.

Not all hardware is supported by Linux for proprietary reasons. There are a 
few hardware suppliers who will guarantee that they are supported. For ex-
ample, http://www.linuxemporium.co.uk/

Dell supply servers to run Linux, but they are less keen on supplying individu-
als.
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How do I get help?

 Amazon lists 50 publications
 on OpenOffice

 A few books also available
 for Firefox and Thunderbird

 Community of mailing lists and forums
 Art of asking the right question
 Google is your friend
 Experiment! You only learn by making mistakes

More books are getting published over time.

Community of workers in FOSS is eager to help newcomers. They are grateful 
for the recognition that there are users who benefit from their code.

When asking questions, remember that they are volunteers. They have little 
time to spare. They owe you nothing! Be polite.

Be precise about the problem you have.

What are you trying to achieve? What have you tried already?  Where have 
looked for help so far?

When thinking you have a bug, ask yourself what you did, what you expected 
to happen, and what actually did happen. Then report them all in detail.

Always say what product you are asking about, and what operating system 
you are working on.

Man running B&B in Ontario got help with Linux/OOo from overnight guest 
from Malta (OOo users list).

Pic: https://www.glastonburyus.org/districtinfo/businessoffice
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When asking for help - Remember

 Support is all done by volunteers
 They owe you nothing – you owe them lots

 You cannot demand anything of them

 Try to find the answer yourself first
 Say what you have tried

 Then all the help you’ll need will come
 Ignorance is not a fault – failure to listen is
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Questions

 Copyright licences
 Patents
 Future support
 Security of file formats
 Upgrading to later versions

The GPL insists that all modifications can be distributed only under GPL. This 
has the effect of disallowing the incorporation of any code that is copy-
righted in some other way, or under a patent.

Some areas will not be accessible by FOSS (like some music formats) until 
the issues of copyright and patents are resolved.

There is no money or organisation behind any of these developments, so any-
thing that is controlled by patents cannot be accessed.

New programs appear when someone wants it for themselves. The com-
munity works on the principle that if you need it, then make it yourself. “If 
there is an itch, then scratch it.”

The more popular products will continue. There will be so many people using 
them, that even if the current personnel retire, others will follow in their 
place. They cannot afford to let it drop.

When there are standards (ISO) for the interfaces and formats, then anyone 
could write an equivalent product to recover anything in those formats. 
ECMA standards may, though, have restrictive licenses.
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Copyright notice

© Copyright Andy Pepperdine 
2006 - 2010

The text is mine and can be used under a Creative Commons 
license – Sharealike 2.5

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/

You may use and modify, but only if you release modifications 
under the same license.

Sources of pictures are attributed in the notes with each slide.
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HELP   YOURSELF !

With FOSS, you can get help, make suggestions for improvements, or even 
make changes to the product yourself.

Try doing that with Microsoft! Or even Apple!

You have control of your own destiny and files.

Linux gives you control over your own system, too.

The site http://www.skolelinux.no/linux-signpost/showUserMenu.php acts as a 
good starting point for newcomers to the community.

For U3A members join the FOSS group to find out how to get involved (tel: 
01225 466535)

Look for mailing lists and lurk to discover the range of current issues for an 
application
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News stories  -  I

 Danish Parliament will require all publicly 
available documents to be in an Open Format 
by 2008. But now ODF after 2011.

 Taiwan government has mandated all new PCs 
to be Linux compatible.

 Munich city council are moving all their 
computing to Linux and open standards

 Some Linux are certified to Carrier Grade
 Bhutan: Dzongkha Linux (pop. < 700K)

http://www.groklaw.net/article.php?story=20060602210610876 for Danish Par-
liament story.

http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/front/archives/2006/06/03/2003311446 for 
Taip[ei story

http://www.openrightsgroup.org/2006/06/05/launch-of-the-apig-report-on-drm/ 
for details and summary of DRM report.

http://www.vnunet.com/vnunet/news/2157587/debian-linux-gains-carrier Tele-
coms need long term reliable OS to drive their equipment.

http://www.dit.gov.bt/newsdetail.php?newsId=44 for Bhutan localization
June 2009 status:  http://distrowatch.com/table.php?distribution=dzongkha
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News stories  -  II

 Lawrence Lessig created a Creative Commons 
license for works of art, similar in nature to 
FOSS

 German tax authorities and some municipal 
authorities are switching to Linux and OOo

 Banco do Brasil moved 35,000 XP machines to 
OpenOffice, and will move 30,000 OS/2 
machines

Guardian story, Freedom fighter with a guilty conscience at 
http://technology.guardian.co.uk/weekly/story/0,,1792117,00.html

http://news.zdnet.co.uk/0,39020330,39274196,00.htm German tax authorities 
switching

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2006/06/13/ms_malware_stats/ for MS malware 
report summary and link

Banco do Brasil switched to OpenOffice, 
http://www.tmcnet.com/usubmit/2006/05/30/1662778.htm 
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News Stories  -  III

 Regional government of Extremadura is moving 
everything to Open Source

 Suppliers of business solutions are increasing 
profitability by switching customers to Linux

 IBM is expanding its FOSS activities beyond 
Linux

Linux on 70,000 desktops and 400 servers, all applications transferred, using 
ODF as document format, and also in schools; see 
http://www.techworld.com/applications/news/index.cfm?newsID=6558 

More Linux being sold to businesses: 
http://news.earthweb.com/dev-news/article.php/3626391 

IBM announced this at Linux World in Aug 2006: 
http://www.eetimes.com/news/latest/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=192201309 
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News Stories IV

 Denmark to adopt ODF from 2011, following 
Belgium, France, Sweden and Lithuania in EU

 OpenOffice installed in Poland, Czech Rep., 
Germany > 20%. US, UK ~ 9%. Estimated from 
sample of 200K world-wide.

Denmark et al (1 Feb 2010): 
http://www.h-online.com/open/news/item/Denmark-to-implement-ODF-document-standard-918962.html

OOo data (5 Feb 2010) 
http://www.webmasterpro.de/portal/news/2010/02/05/international-openoffice-market-shares.html
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References - I

 EULA compared to GPL
 Music industry is making money from lax 

copyright control for samples
 Internet started on diverse machines from 

theory by Kleinrock in 1961, with first network 
protocol defined in 1970

 “A key to the rapid growth of the Internet has 
been the free and open access to the basic 
documents, especially the specifications of the 
protocols.” - Barry Leiner et al.

Look at http://www.linuxinsider.com/story/34292.html to see how GPL and 
EULA compare.

See also http://digg.com/deals/Windows_XP_EULA_in_Plain_English_ 

GPL here: http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html 

Music story: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SaFTm2bcac&search=Amen%20break%20nate%20harrison%20jungle 

http://www.isoc.org/internet/history/brief.shtml gives a history of he Intenet
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References - II

 Glyn Moody, Rebel Code – Linux and Open 
Source Revolution, Penguin 2002

 Yochai Benkler, The Wealth of Networks: How 
Social Production Transforms Markets and 
Freedom, Yale University Press 2006

 Alexandre Oliva, The Competitive Advantages 
of Free Software, RedHat, 2002

 Eric Raymond, The Cathedral and the Bazaar, 
Linux Kongress, 1997

Moody: Good easy to read, if journalistic, history of Linux and descriptions of 
the key people involved. ISBN 0-14-029804-5

Benkler: Has had good reviews. Describes the legal tussles and developments 
going on, and the economic effects and business models in use. Also 
released under Creative Commons License from http://www.benkler.org/ 

Oliva: How FOSS evolves and adapts on the web at  
http://www.ic.unicamp.br/~oliva/papers/free-software/selection-html/selection.html 

Raymond: seminal paper on different methods of writing software is at 
http://www.catb.org/~esr/writings/cathedral-bazaar/ 
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References - III

 Linus Torvalds, Just for Fun, Thomson, 2001
 US DoD aiming to reproduce the open source 

development model in-house, and to use 
external sources too.

 Microsoft appears to be offering inducements to 
Dell et al. not to pre-load Linux on desk- and 
lap-tops

 Kernel development style and why it is 
successful

Linus Torvalds' autobiography written with David Diamond. ISBN 1-58799-
151-9 His personality comes through very clearly, and the reasons why 
open source is successful. The Story of an Accidental Revolutionary.

US Military report on Open Technology Development discussed here 
http://www.businessreviewonline.com/os/archives/2006/07/open_source_in.html and 
here http://www.acq.osd.mil/actd/articles/OTDRoadmapFinal.pdf

Pre-loading of Linux suppressed by MS from 
http://trends.newsforge.com/article.pl?sid=06/07/25/2018237

Greg Kroah-Hartman gave a talk at Ottawa earlier this year on how the kernel 
development method works, and why it has been successful, debunking a 
number of myths in the process. See  
http://www.kroah.com/log/linux/ols_2006_keynote.html 
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References  -  IV

 To understand motivations and what sort of 
people are prominent in the community, 
Computer Business review has a list and some 
interviews

 There is plenty of information on how to make 
use of old machines for real work

 History of GNU: 
http://www.gnu.org/gnu/thegnuproject.html

CBR list at 
http://www.cbronline.com/article_cbr.asp?guid=34CB00FF-0D6F-481C-8036-36413053EA98

Especially note also the interview with Groklaw's Pamela Jones. Her article 
with reader comments is at 
http://www.groklaw.net/article.php?story=20060803105131532 

Information on using old machines can be found at 
http://www.desktoplinux.com/articles/AT6185716632.html 
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Other Comments

 Cultural content has importance to society 
above and beyond its ability to generate a profit

 .. I tend to respect people,... who have very 
strong moral opinions. But why can't they keep 
these opinions to themselves? The thing I 
dislike the most is when people tell me what I 
should or should not do. I absolutely despise 
people who think they have any say over my 
personal decisions.

Norwegian Ombudsman in June 2006; see http://lwn.net/Articles/187667 for 
discussion on Norway and iTunes

Linus Torvalds in Just for Fun, written with David Diamond, 2001
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